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From the Editor: 
This issue is devoted to the possible methods and ways of returning to the market economy in Eastern Europe and in Poland in 

particular. Among the many players in this process are members of the PUWP (Polish United Workers' Party) nomenklatura who still hold 
a majority of middle-level management positions, from high school to bank directorships. In 1988, membership in the PUWP stood at 
approximately 2.2 million out of the popUlation of 38 million. Our title page shows the ratio of membership in communist parties to the 
total population in the countries ofEastern Europe. ('The figures havechangedin Hungary whichhas since dissolved the Hungarian Socialist 
Workers' Party and formed a tiny Hungarian Socialist Party, and in the GDR where the Party lost 25% ofits membership in the lastquarter 
of 1989 and also changed its name.) While not all PUWP members belong to the nomenklatura, it is estimated that up to two million Party 
members and their families have been beneficiaries of Party-assigned sinecures. In a recent article in Currenl History, Richard F. Staar 
of the Hoover Institution suggested that the best way to deal with them would be to offer them early retirement. 

The short story 'The Paddles" was written by a 21-year old accountant from Hunan. The story illustrates brilliantly the 
timelessness of the market mentality and the disastrous effects ofattempts to replace itby forcibly administered "social justice." The story 
had originally appeared in the Autumn 1988 issue ofChinese Literature, an English quarterly published in Beijing. We acknowledge the 
permission of the editors of Chinese Literature to publish a revised translation of this story. 

Professors Edward E. Williams and James R. Thompson ofRice University have contributed their advice to those responsible 
for the creation of conditions in Poland in which a market economy could flourish. 

We follow with an abbreviated version of the panel discussion on the subject ofmarket economy in Poland which took place at 
the Polish Institute meeting in Houston in September 1989. Thepanel was organized on the assumption that areturn to the market economy 
in a country which for forty years was locked into the straightjacket ofcentral planning will require "consciousness raising" notonly among 
the people directly responsible for changing the laws but also among those who for one reason or another take an interest in Poland and 

in Eastern Europe. Our last economic item, Sally Boss' Note onZakopane sweaters, shows one of the areas in which Wal~sa-inspired 
American investors could put their money and make a great deal more. 

In the game ofrestructuring, the US and the USSR will play a role. Ina recent Heritage FoundationBackgrounder,"How George 
Bush can help Lech Walesa succeed," analyst Douglas Seay suggested that one way to reduce Poland's debt to western banks would be 
to consider the debt-equity swaps, or sales of shares of Poland's government-owned assets such as factories. But in view of the Soviet 
plundering ofPoland during and after World War 2 (e.g., the dismantling and transfer to the Soviet Union of entire factories in the 194Os. 
free delivery of Polish coal to the USSR in the 1950s. forcible delivery of entire factories and various goods to the Soviet allies in Asia 
and Africa in the 1970s, and the seizure ofproperty of 1.5 million Poles deported to the Soviet Union in 1940), the Soviets should at the 
very least write off Poland's $3 billion hard currency debt to them. Here the American intervention is crucial. As Solidarity spokesman 
BronisJ aw Geremek said. much will depend on President Bush's willingness to raise the Polish issue repeatedly with the Soviets. Among 
the Eastern European countries, Poland alone was an active ally of the United States in World War 2. In view of that, we have treated the 

Poles abominably after the war. President Bush can undo some of the damage done to Poland by the United States government in the 1940s. 

Methods and ways for Poland to return to the market economy 

The Paddles 

Wang Xingri 

By the mountain village meandered a smal.l river, over Five and forty years old, the town boatman Wang 
which there were no bridges but a smal.l, time-worn Xingwen, or Scabhead as he was called because of his 
ferryboat. shiny bald pate,with neat dexterity palmed the fares of 
Old and weather-beaten, the little boat, boards soaked a boatful of passengers and, never counting, clanked 
and blackened and big nails covered with thick, brown them into the pocket of his single-breasted blue drill 
rust, had attracted no guesses as to its age. Its sides had jacket. He would then take up his battered oars and start 
already seen finger-wide cracks. to row slowly, one sweep echoing the other. Instantly, 
A dangerous boat! the clear blue river began to gurgle into fine, triangular 
Yet people still vied with each other to get aboard and waves as the languid dip ofthe paddles slapped lightly 
willingly presented their gleaming coins to the boat on the liille river. 
man. What else could they do? This was the only ferry Nobody knew when the paddling had begun. only that 
for country folk going to town and townspeople coming Scabhead's great-granddad had owned the oars and the 
out. wooden boat 
When market day came around, the little boat would Times had changed tremendously. and so had people 
have to carry a heavier load. and things in the little town, excepting only the river, 
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the boat and the languid dip of the paddles. 
Chin up, chest out, Scabhead stood in the stern and 
slightly narrowed his eyes, as ifdetermined to conserve 
energy while his hands kept rowing. This was his habit, 
usually accompanied by snatches of nameless folk 
songs hummed in a vigorous basso that bespoke an 
adept of the genre. 
"Scabhead," they would remind him, "you've been 
paddling this boat for decades. Surely you've made 
enough money, more or less, to spend on a new one?" 
He smiled soundlessly and with narrowed eyes went on 
rowing, not one to waste words. 
"So damn crowded!" came a more indignant voice. 
"Wouldn't it be wonderful ifbloody Scabhead here just 
forked out for a bigger one!" He would make himself 
more money and us more space." 
"111 bet he has a tidy savings account." 
"Yeah, 111 bet!" chorused the passengers, on to some
thing obvious. 
Thereafter, that Scabhead had money in the bank was 
spread from ear to ear so widely as eventually to gain 
general credence irrespective of its truth or falsehood. 

One day. four carpenters came to the little town at 
Scabhead's request. As confidently expected. he indeed 
had enough in the bank to buy a large pile of fir logs. 
The carpenters went to work on the river and, several 
days later, a wooden bridge emerged. The six fir logs 
had been turned into three straddled piers, over which 
were laid newly-planed glossy boards, glaring at one 
with the waters beneath them. 
The river changed. The time-worn, shivering ferryboat 
had retired, and with it Scabhead's rowing form, chin 
up, chest out, the age-old slap of the languid paddles 
and the crude vigour of his folk songs. The little river 
was quieter. 
Yet Scabhead did not leave. Free and easy, he put a 
bamboo chair at the end ofthe bridge and sat on it cross
legged and narrow-eyed. Only he no longer hummed 
his tunes. 
And still he collected fares, the only difference being 
that it was now two fen each to cross the bridge instead 
of five to take the boat. 
Probably by instinct, the people of the town began to 
feel there was something fishy about this and soon 
made it a hot subject of conversation. 
"Never heard of a fare for crossing a bridge since the, 
world began. ft 
"Scabhead's turning black-hearted for money!ft 
But as someone said, "Ifhe doesn't collect some who'll 
see to the bridge when it needs repairing?" 
Eventually some meddler reported Scabhead. 

Several days later, two men in white uniforms and 

white caps with bright scarlet ribbons came over the 

bridge. They were from Public Security. 

"Are you Wang Xingwen? What are you sitting here 

for, eh?" 

They apparently knew who he was, and this gave him 

a start. The superfluous asking ofa name might just be 

fromhabit,thenagainitmightbeanecessaryprocedure 

of some kind. 

"I, I'm collecting fares," stammered the nOimally 

taciturn Scabhead. 

"Well you can't. That's a road toll and not allowed in a 

socialist country." They were stern ofvoice and visage. 

"It used to be five fen by boat, and now it's two." 

"You're not to charge half one. That was worked for, 

this isn't. You built a bridge, and good for you: all very 

praiseworthy. But no charging from now on!" 

Then they stalked off. Mouth open and eyes wide, 

Scabhead stared dazedly at their backs. 

He was not to be seen from then on at the bridge. The 

river meandered on quietly as before. and over the 

bridge passed an unbroken stream of humanity. 

Then it so happened that before very long a heavy 

rainstorm raged for days on end, and the little river 

flooded. 

The thundering waters swept away the newly built 

bridge, and then the flood receded and the river re

sumed its tranquil meandering. 

Once again the familiar, time-worn boat appeared on 

the river. At the stern stood Scabhead, chin up, chest 

out. The crude vigor of his hum and the languid dip of 

his paddles resumed on the little river. 

And when market day came round, people still risked 

their lives to wedge into the little boat and hand their 

fares to Scabhead. 

The little town was as before. and so was the little 

river--and so was the languid dip of the paddles. 


Translated by Shi Junbao 

Born in 1967 in Anren COunJy in the Hunan province, Wang Xingri 
graduated from the Hunan Provincial Building Materials Cadre 
School in 1986. He is now an accountant in the Building Materials 
Factory in Chemhou,Hunan. 
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Poland to return to the 

market economv ... 

EconoIDic Trans
forIDations in 

Eastern Europe: 
SOIDe Lessons 

frOID China 
Edward E. Williams 

We frequently find a "new" economics when
ever an "old" economics no longer serves us. In 1776, 
Adam Smith created a "new" economics in response to 
the increasing failures of mercantilism, the "old" eco
nomics of that time. By the late nineteenth century, 
Smith's system of laissez-faire capitalism was begin
ning to break down, although it took several recessions 
and a Great Depression before another "new" econom
ics emerged. This time the new economics came in the 
form of the theories of John Maynard Keynes who 
argued in favor of a central role for government in sta
bilizing an economic system. Keynesian prescriptions 
became the orthodoxy ofthe 1950s among most profes
sional economists, and by the 1970s even Republican 
politicians were believers. President Nixon pro
claimed from the cover of a major news weekly that 
"We are all Keynesians now." 

Interestingly, about the time politicians come 
to accept a theory, there is usually another one waiting 
in the wings, because the present one is breaking down. 
In the western democracies, we have experimented 
with monetarism it la Milton Friedman (unsuccessfully 
in my view); we have tried "supply-side" economics 
(with mixed results); and who knows what is yet to 
come before a commonly accepted position replaces 
the demand-oriented ideas of Keynes. 

In China, the "new" economics of the 1920s 
and 1930s was Marxism. The People's Republic was 
founded on the basis of "socialist public ownership of 
the means of production namely, ownership by the 
whole people and collective ownership by the working 
people" (from the Constitution of the People's Repub
lic of China, Promulgated for Implementation on De
cember 4, 1982, Article 6). Marxism remains the 
accepted view, although even Chairman Mao took a 
"revisionist" line. As early as the 1920s, Mao realized 
that the revolution in China would not come from an 
uprising of the exploited workers. China was not yet 
industrialized, and there were not enough workers to 
foment a revolution. He believed it would be the peas
ant class who would rise up and overthrow the existing 
order. There were Russians advising the Chinese com
munists in 1924 who thought Mao was crazy. He surely 
was not an orthodox follower of the Marxist-Leninist 
line. The Russians thought the Chinese peasant class 
was stupid, lazy, and too indolent to throw off the yoke 
of "imperialist capitalism". Of course, that is not what 
they eventually overthrew. What gave way was a 
system of semi-feudalism. Mao very shrewdly knew 
the peasants would rebel against this system if they 
thought they had a chance of success. 

To many Americans the principles ofcommu
nism straight from Marx never made much economic 
sense. The dictatorship of the proletariat sounded too 
much like chaos, and a system of"from each according 
to his ability to each according to his need" was des
tined to be inefficient and unproductive. Ofcourse, the 
Russians figured this out almost immediately; and, 
instead of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the Rus
sian people simply got dictatorship. Even complete 
socialization was cautioned against. After the October 
Revolution, Lenin recognized that economic planning 
might not always be feasible, and he said as much when 
working out the Russian approach to electrification. 
He maintained, "A complete, integrated, real plan for 
us at present = • a bureaucratic utopia. "'I The idea then 
became that pure communism would just take longer 
than was originally anticipated. Seventy years later, 
communism in the pure form taught by Marx still has 
not come to the USSR, and it never will for the obvious 
reason that unadulterated Marxism is itself utopian and 
can never be implemented. 

The Chinese communists under the young 
Mao were pragmatic. There would have been no revo
lution otherwise. The early period of the People's 

I V. I. Lenin, Collected Works. Vol. 35. Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, 1966, p. 475. 
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Republic also suggested a certain pragmatism. When 
the "Great Leap Forward" failed, it was branded as 
"utopian" and "unrealistic" by those who had come to 
oppose Maoist thought To be sure, the "Cultural 
Revolution" was anything but pragmatic, but one 
could argue that Mao used this method as a pragmatic 
approach to regain undisputed power in China. 

I see a clear pragmatism in the trends in China, 
even in the tragic events of last summer, but then I 
believe man is a very practical animal. He has to be to 
sUlvive. We Americans pride ourselves on being 
"practical" rather than "theoretical" which to us means 
useless. (This is implied when we say, ''That's all right 
in theory but not in practice." We mean, ofcourse, that 
anything theoretical must be impractical.). Our ances
tors discarded mercantilism when that became imprac
tical, and their descendants abandoned laissez-faire 
capitalism when it stopped working. We were all 
Keynesians until stagflation killed the goose that laid 
those golden Keynesian eggs. A man who spent his 
entire political life until he became president as a "red 
baiter" opened the door to China because it was the 
practical thing to do. Another who spent his political 
life until he became president advocating balanced 
federal budgets ran up the largest string of deficits in 
American history. Why? It was the only choice. The 
alternative of sticking to a theoretical idea that would 
have caused a massive recession (probably another 
Great Depression) simply was unacceptable. 

The events reshaping the political and eco
nomic landscapes ofEastern Europe are also driven by 
pragmatism. The theory of communism really never 
worked, and it is becoming clear to just about everyone 
on this planet that a market system does a far better job 
at efficiently allocating resources (promoting higher 
standards of living) than a planned one. Interestingly, 
as a communist system abandons complete centralized 
planning and moves in the direction ofa market system, 
the economic results can be phenomenal. Consider, for 
example, the real growth rates (i.e. adjusted for infla
tion) for China compared with several other countries 
since 1976: 

GROWTH RATES IN REAL GNP 
1976-1988 

1976-1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
(annual average) 

China 6.2% 9.1% 12.0% 12.0% 7.5% 9.5% 9.0% 
Japan 4.5 3.2 5.1 4.7 2.5 4.4 5.4 
U.S.A. 2.5 3.6 6.8 3.4 2.8 3.4 3.8 
U.S.S.R. 2.1 3.3 1.4 0.8 3.9 0.7 2.0 
Eastern 
Europe 1.2 1.8 3.6 0.8 3.0 0.6 2.1 
Source: Economic Report of the President, 1989. p. 434. 

One can argue, ofcourse, that China's growth 
is coming from a smaller base and that her growth rate 
will slow down as the Chinese economy develops. 
True enough, that is happening now to Japan. But the 
interesting comparison is between China and the USSR 
and Eastern Europe. As China began to make some of 
the economic reforms now contemplated in Eastern 
Europe (and the USSR), she began to experience more 
rapid growth. Even with the predictable dislocations, 
China's average annual real growth rate advanced from 
0.9% per year in the 1961-1975 period to 7.9% during 
1976-1988. Unfortunately for the Chinese people, the 
political dislocations have been more severe than the 
economic ones. 

The countries of Eastern Europe 
have major advantages over China. 
Among them are educational levels, 
access to markets in Western Europe 
and private agriculture. They will be 
able to re-industrialize without having 
to change the entire structure of the 
agricultural base first. 

What about the prospects for Eastern Europe? 
In many resects, the countries of Eastern Europe have 
major advantages over China. Educational levels, the 
number of skilled workers, access to markets in West
ern Europe, etc. are all more favorable for Eastern 
Europe than for China. Moreover, the agricultural 
sector in most of Eastern Europe was never collectiv
ized as it was in China. Although this may mean that as 
Eastern Europe abandons centralization she will not 
experience real growth rates as high as those in China 
after her abandonment of complete centralization 
(since part of the great improvement in the Chinese 
growth rate came from the rural sector), it also means 
that the nations of Eastern Europe will be able to 
concentrate on re-industrializing their economies with
out having to change the entire structure ofthe agricul
tural base first This is a decided advantage which 
westerners should consider. 

Until last summer, American, Western Euro
pean, and Japanese companies were falling all over 
themselves to do business in China. Yet the industrial 
opportunities there were not all that exciting. In Eastern 
Europe, on the other hand, those opportunities could be 
quite exciting. 

What should also be exciting is the prospect for 
much higher standards of living for the people of 
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Eastern Europe. 1bis is one lesson from China that is 
clear. A more ominous political lesson may also have 
been learned: for economic change to be permanent. 
there must also be political change. Such change is 
occuning rapidly in eastern Europe but not in China, 
and this may be the biggest advantage of all that eastern 
Europehas over China 

Edward E. Williams is Henry Gardiner Symonds Professor 
of Business Administration at Rice University. His books 
include Business Planning for the Entrepreneur: How to 
Write and Execute a Business Plan, published by Van Nos
trand Reinhold in 1983. 
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The Prospects for 

Rapid EconoDlic 

IDlproveDlent in 


Poland 


James R. Thompson 

At first glance, the prospects for a quick up
swing in the productivity of the Polish nation appear 
poor to hopeless. The Russian-imposed obsolete 
model of heavy industry is not one that can easily be 
overcome. For over forty years, while the free world 
has moved steadily up the technological ladder from 
steel and construction to laser optics and microchips, 
Poland has failed to progress to the point where it can 
produce quality steel at competitive prices without in
credible amounts of pollution. The nation maintains 
twenty-year waiting lists for cinderblock housing in 
unsightly drab apartment blocks which a level 6 earth
quake would tumble as surely as comparable units 
tumbled in Soviet Armenia. The Polish zloty really is 
not worth the paper to print it. The elderly face the re
alistic prospect of never being able to afford a pair of 
shoes after retirement, realize that their pensions stay 
essentially constant in an economy inflating at the rate 
of500% per year, and understand that medical care for 
them is rationed to the extent that, at best, they can hope 
for a hospital bed in which to die. The situation literally 
cries to Heaven for vengeance, and one could hope that 
American leftist clerics and academics could experi
ence for themselves the delights ofattempting to get by 
in the kind of economy they still wish to foist on all of 
humankind. 

Vengeance is not the noblest of human mo
tives, but neither is it the least effective if future 
conquerors are to remember that the SUbjugation of 
your country is achievable only at an enormous price. 
There may indeed be, should the present Soviet posture 
prove to be simply a temporary ruse and the power of 
the Red Army be reasserted in Eastern Europe, cause 

for Poles to take a leaf out of the Irish and Armenian 
histories, and follow the terrorist route. But that is not 
the challenge of the moment. At the moment Poles 
must face the fact that they actually are going to be 
allowed to discard Karl Marx and take up Adam Smith. 

The negative aspects of the Polish situation 
may be discouraging. But the positive aspects are 
awesome. First of all, there is the fact that most of the 
farmland in Poland is still in private hands. Now the old 
discouragement of fixed government prices for crops 
and livestock should be speedily eliminated. The 
resulting explosion in Polish agricultural production 
with the nearby market of Western Europe represents 
an instantaneous source of hard currency. The simple 
legalization of the black market exchange between 
zlotys and dollars has already improved the rate from 
over 10,000 zlotys per dollar to fewer than 7,000 per 
dollar. 

Moving gradually from communism to a 
free market is like crossing a chasnl by 
several steps. 

On the other hand, talk of a bill in the Seym 
which would continue the current illegality of Poles 
having foreign bank accounts sent the value ofthe zloty 
down 10% in 24 hours. 

Second, although Poland starts with little 
commercial base in which to employ its rather well 
educated workforce, the fact is that an educated 
workforce does exist. Poland is not Zaire. The differ
ence in educational levels between Austria, say, and 
Poland is rather modest. A petrochemical facility, 
below the top management and entrepreneurial levels, 
has comparable potential workforces in both Poland 
and Austria. 

Talk of a bill in the Seym which would 
continue the current illegality of Poles 
having foreign bank accounts sent the 
value of the zloty down 10% in 24 hours. 

In summary, Poland finds itself suddenly 
thrust into the real world offree market economics well 
prepared in many aspects: an inexpensive workforce 
suitable for participation in the postindustrial age, a 
free agriculture, and a ready source ofmarkets for many 
of its products. It lacks much of the infrastructure of a 
modem postindustrial economy. It desperately needs 
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venture capital. But the pluses of the Polish situation 
will bring this in forthwith if only the new Solidarity 
government makes it clear by example that it has no 
intention ofestablishing "socialism with a human face" 
but rather is at least as committed to letting the free 

market worlc. its magic as are, say, the Austrians. 
It has been remarked that moving gradually 

from communism to a free market is analogous to 
crossing a chasm by several steps. If there is hesitancy 
in moving rapidly to a convertible currency, if privati
zation is halted or made a sham by passing out large 
blocks of stock to nomenklatura hacks, if foreign 
ownership of both real estate and industry is made 
difficult, then the Solidarity government will have 
shoved a poison pill down the throat of the Polish 
economy which will quickly bring it to the level of 
terminal illness. After the Second World War, the 
Social Democratic Party of West Germany quickly 
threw off its Marxist trappings and adopted an eco
nomic policy very similar to that of the conservative 
Christian Democrats. This is precisely what labor
based Solidarity must do now. 

The main contribution which American Polo
nia can make to Poland in the short term is to help the 
poor make it through the winter. At least 8,000,000 
Poles are not going to find it easy simply to survive for 
the next several months. A supplement of $100 per 
person would just about be sufficient if administration 
ofthe funds were handled at all competently. There are 
roughly 8,000,000 Americans of Polish extraction. 
Does anyone realistically expect a fund raising drive 
from American Polonia to the tune of $100 per head? 
What about $10 per head? $5? This is the time when 
the Polish American Congress must ask itself whether 
it has any plans to get serious about fund raising for 
Poland. It is not only private contributions which are 
needed, but also lobbying organizations with funds 
readily available. What about Catholic Relief Serv
ices? What is being done by the Polish American 
Congress to see to it that the Catholic bishops of the 
United States respond to a desperate need in the home
land ofone ofthe most numerous ethnic constituencies 
of the American Catholic Church. At the moment there 
is essentially no serious lobbying effort in Washington 
(except for the gallant unpaid efforts of such individu
als as Jan Nowak). NowisthetimetoaskwhetherPAC 
is a serious organization, or likely to become one. 
Polkas, partying and Christmas carols engaged in by 
participants in quaint and curious folk costumes are not 
the order of the day. 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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venture capital. But the pluses of the Polish situation 
will bring this in forthwith if only the new Solidarity 
government makes it clear by example that it has no 
intention of establishing "socialism with a human face" 
but rather is at least as committed to letting the free 

market worlc. its magic as are, say, the Austrians. 
It has been remarked that moving gradually 
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person would just about be sufficient if administration 
of the funds were handled at all competently. There are 
roughly 8,000,000 Americans of Polish extraction. 
Does anyone realistically expect a fund raising drive 
from American Polonia to the tune of $100 per head? 
What about $10 per head? $5? This is the time when 
the Polish American Congress must ask itself whether 
it has any plans to get serious about fund raising for 
Poland. It is not only private contributions which are 
needed, but also lobbying organizations with funds 
readily available. What about Catholic Relief Serv
ices? What is being done by the Polish American 
Congress to see to it that the Catholic bishops of the 
United States respond to a desperate need in the home
land of one of the most numerous ethnic constituencies 
of the American Catholic Church. At the moment there 
is essentially no serious lobbying effort in Washington 
(except for the gallant unpaid efforts of such individu
als as Jan Nowak). NowisthetimetoaskwhetherPAC 
is a serious organization, or likely to become one. 
Polkas, partying and Christmas carols engaged in by 
participants in quaint and curious folk costumes are not 
the order of the day. 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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Grants, Loans, Train
ing and the IMF 

B. Peter Podniesinski 

At this time. the two most crucial elements of 
economic assistance to Poland are capital and training. 
Poland has very little capital that is available for new 
invesnnents to rebuild its economy and bolster hard 
currency export earnings. The new capital may be 
obtained from private and government sources. How
ever, there appears to be no rush among private West
ern investors to invest in Poland. There are many other 
countries competing for the same invesnnent funds 
which provide a more favorable invesnnent environ
ment for prospective investors. Countries such as 
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, and 
others are favored by foreign investors. Even in Eastern 
Europe, Hungary is usually the first destination for 
Western invesnnents. That situation should change 
with time once Poland adopts Western-style economic 
and invesnnent legislation. At this time, however, 
Western governments appear to be the most likely 
source for invesnnent capital. Consequently, it is very 
important that the Polish community, especially in this 
country, apply pressure on Western policy makers to 
respond generously to the reforms taking place in 
Poland with large grants and loans. 

The second most important factor in the recov
ery of the Polish economy is the provision of modem 
and sophisticated Western training to Polish managers 
and decision makers. There are very few business 
people in Poland who are capable of running a free 
market economy. Training in areas such as manage
ment, fmancing, banking, accounting, marketing, ad
vertising, and others is crucial to the future develop
ment of Western-style economy in Poland. The best 
approach seems to be providing professional training 
through seminars, exchangeprograms and otherforms 
ofeducation to businessmen in Poland. It can also be 
anticipated that as Western businesses set up opera
tions in Poland, such training would be provided to the 
Polish employees they hire. 

Poland is engaged in discussions with the 
International Monetary Fund concerning a framework 
agreement which would govern Western economic 
assistance to Poland. 

Poland should resist some of the "reforms" recom
mended by the IMF which have proved over the years 
to be detrimental to the long-term economic develop
ment of many countries. The inflationary-austerity 
advice ofthe IMF haspoisoned many economies, espe
cially in Latin America. The IMP insists on currency 
devaluations as an economic cure-all. Their theory is 
that cheap money will make exports more competitive, 
imports more expensive. However, the reality is very 
different. Currency devaluations lead to inflation, 
which does not create prosperity. What Poland needs is 
stable money, not cheap money. Stable money is a key 
ingredient of sustained economic growth. It also helps 
attract foreign invesnnent. 

The IMF also usualy insists on reducing a 
nation's budget deficit. The IMF recommends increas
ing taxes to accomplish that objective. However, 
higher taxes usually punish hard work, entrepre
neurship and innovation, all things Poland needs in 
abundance. Other refonns that get the economy mov
ing should come first.Poland should eliminate bureau
cratic obstacles to people who wish to set up busi
nesses, tie the currency to a basket of Western curren
cies and privatize major state enterprises as quickly as 
possible, allowing these entities to restructure, even if 
that means unemployment. Selling stock in these enter
prises would absorb Poland's oceans of now useless 
money and put it to work productively. 

B. Peter Podniesinski is an attorney with Vinson and Elkins in the 
Houston OffICe. 
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(Continued from Page 8) 

In the longer tenn, Poland needs foreign in
vestment. Modern production requires logistical sup
port in the fonn of capital investment. Given survival 
for the next few months and an enlightened free market 
posture of the Solidarity government, Poland will get 
the needed capital as surely as gravity itself unless 
interests not friendly to a free Poland actively oppose it. 

If there is hesitancy in moving rapidly to 
a convertible currency, if privatization 
is halted or made a sham by passing out 
large blocks of stock to nomenklatura 
hacks, if foreign ownership of both real 
estate and industry is made difficult, 
then Solidarity government will have 
shoved a poison pill down the throat of 
the Polish economy. 

A free Poland will be a workshop with an 
educated workforce, where land and labor are signifi
cantly cheaper than in the more developed countries 
and markets to the west. Capitalists, assured that the 
rules will be similar to those in free Europe. will quite 
naturally opt for building many enterprises in Poland. 
Real annual economic growth in the 8% range over the 
next decade is not unrealistic for Poland. Poland can 
look forward by the early part of the next century to a 
standard of living which is comparable to that of 
today's Spain. Such a standard of living, while by no 
means sumptuous, will at least be decent. 

For the next several months, the economic and 
political future ofthe Polish nation is murky atbest. But 
one sees beyond the winter a world of sunny days for 
Poland. 

James R.Thompson, Chairman ofthe Department ofStatis
tics at Rice University, isaFellowoftheAmerican Statistical 
Association and an Elected Member of the International 
Statistical Institute. His most recent book, Empirical Model 
Building, was published in 1989 by John Wiley. 

(fell me to which periodicals you subscribe, and I shall 
tell you who you are. SRS.

( 

FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT THE 
POLISH PARLIAMENT 

(June 1989 semi-free elections) 

Total Membership of the Seym (the Lower 
House) .......................................................................... .460 
Seats set aside for the Communist Party 
coalition ......................................................................... 299 
Out of these, seats reserved for the Party Big Shots who 
ran unopposed ................................................................. 35 
Seats freely contested .................................................... 161 

Results: 
Party members who won in the first ballot (out of 
299) .................................................................................... 3 
Out of these three, the Party Big Shots who won in the first 
ballot ................................................................................. 2 
Solidarity candidates who won in the first ballot (out of 
161) ................................................................................ 160 
Total number of votes cast for 297 communist coalition 
candidates (excluding the two Big Shots who won in the 
first ballot ............................................................ 9.7 million 
Total number of votes cast for 161 Solidarity candidates 
(incuding the one who did not win) .................. 16.5 million 
Percentage of eligible voters who voted in the first 
ballot ............................................................................. 62% 
Percentage of eligible voters who voted in the second 
ballot ............................................................................. 25% 

Political affiliation of winners of the freely contested 
seats in the Seym: 
Solidarity (including eight Solidarity advisors) ............. 98 
Rural Solidarity ................................................................ 29 

Catholic Activists ............................................................. 21 

Freedom and Peace Association ....................................... .4 

Socialists ............................................................................ 2 

Christian Democrats .......................................................... 1 


Professions of winners of the freely contested seats 
in the Seym: 
Engineers ........................................................................ .42 
Farmers ............................................................................ 28 
Professors ........................................................................ 20 
Lawyers ........................................................................... 17 
Economists ...................................................................... 15 
Teachers .......................................................................... 13 

~ 	 Journalists ....................................................................... 11 

Health professionals ......................................................... .5 


~~!!',~Ro""'.~wS!!!::::...,============={I Blue collar workers .......................................................... 5 

Writers .............................................................................. .5 
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Sociologists ........................................................................ 3 

Architects ........................................................................... 2 

Businessmen ...................................................................... 2 

Actors................................................................................1 


Age of winners of the freely contested seats in the 
Seym: 
Under 30............................................................................5 
31-35................................................................................12 

36-40 ................................................................................ 21 

41-45 ................................................................................ 25 

46-50 ................................................................................ 19 

51-55............................................................................... 14 

Over 55............................................................................13 


Gender of winners of the freely contested seats in the 
Seym: 
Male ............................................................................... 144 
Female ............................................................................. 16 


The Senate: total of 100 seats. all freely contested. 

Political affiliations of winners of Senate seats: 

Solidarity (including seven Solidarity Advisors) .......... .45 

Catholic Activists ............................................................ 24 

Rural Solidarity ............................................................... 12 

Socialists ........................................................................... 1 

Social Democrats .............................................................. 1 

Christian Democrnts......................................................... l 


Professions of winners of Senate seats: 

Professors ........................................................................ 30 

Lawyers ........................................................................... 16 

Fanners ........................................................................... 15 

Engineers ........................................................................ 13 

Economists ....................................................................... 8 

Health professionals ........................................................ 7 

Journalists ....................................................................... .5 

Sociologists ...................................................................... 4 

Teachers .......................................................................... .3 

Actors .............................................................................. .3 

Writers .............................................................................. 3 

Blue collar workers .......................................................... l 

Businessmen .................................................................... 1 

Architects ......................................................................... 1 


Age of winners of Senate seats*: 
Under 30 .................................................................. 0 

31-35 ........................................................................ 4 

36-40 ........................................................................ 5 

41-45 ........................................................................ 5 


46-50........................................................................ 7 

51-55 ........................................................................ 8 

Over 55..................................................................34 


Gender of winners of Senate seats*: 
Male ........................................................................ 86 
Female ...................................................................... 6 

* Totals are sometimes less than members of the 
Seym or Senate due to unavailability of data. 

Sources: Alina Perth-Grabowska, "A Moment of Truth: the June 
elections," StudiumPapers, Vol.XIT. 3 (July 1989); MarekZaleski, 
"Profile of Freely Elected Polish Parliament Members," Messages: 
Solidarity and Human Rights Association, Inc. Vol. 7, No. 1 
(October 1989), 14. 
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A" postal stamp" commemorating the fortieth anniversary of the 
founding of Tygodnik PowszecMY, until recently the only legal 
opposition weekly in the Soviet bloc. In many ways, Tygodnik 

was the fountainhead of the entire opposition movement in 
Eastern Europe. The picture is that of the founder Jerzy Tur
owicz. The "stamp" was issued by his editorial colleagues. 
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A" postal stamp" commemorating the fortieth anniversary of the 
founding of Tygodnik PowszecMY, until recently the only legal 
opposition weekly in the Soviet bloc. In many ways, Tygodnik 

was the fountainhead of the entire opposition movement in 
Eastern Europe. The picture is that of the founder Jerzy Tur
owicz. The "stamp" was issued by his editorial colleagues. 
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Zakopane sweaters in American 
stores? 

Sally R. Boss 

Whenever I visit the small Polish mountain town 
ofZakopane I pick up a couple ofthe famous Zakopane 
sweaters. These white, white-black or multi-colored 
cardigans and pullovers sell for $10 but could fetch $50 
in the American markets. With a little bit of coaching 
from the fashion-conscious American wholesalers, 
they could sell for $100 or $200 at Bonwit Teller or 
Neiman Marcus. Why aren't they there? 

Like the silver-and-amber jewelry makers in 
Gdansk, the Zakopane sweater knitters are in need of 
entrepreneurship, the quality of character which the 
Soviet-imposed system has worked to eliminate in 
Poland. It seems to me that a small investor with a good 
deal ofentrepreneurial ability could not fail acting as a 
middleman between the industrious mountain women 
and the American market. 

A short stay at Zakopane's Kasprowy Hotel (the 
best view and the best cuisine), or at a private house for 
only five dollars (accommodations similar to the Eng
lish bed-and-breakfast places but without breakfast) 
will convince any potential sweater dealer that there is 
money to be made there. 

What else can Poland export now that would be 
competitive in American markets? 

Luxury foods such as dried European mush
rooms, black and red currant juice, Zakopane goat 
cheese (unique to the region), smoked eel, canned 
game. 

Preserves--cherry, strawberry, wild strawberry, 
wild blueberry, apple, raspberry. Jars of such pre
serves, superior in quality to the name brands in the 
United States which sell for $1-$2 per 12 oz. jar, can be 
bought for $0.10 at the recently legalized free ex
change rate. 

Cheap cars. Polonez is many notches above the 
Yugo, it looks good, has fantastic mileage and sells for 
under $5,000 in Poland. 

Graphic arts --artists are plentiful and well trained 
in Poland, and for $1,000--$2,000 you can have a 
ranking artist working for you full time for a year. A 
visit to the Academy ofFine Arts in Warsaw or Cracow 
will net you one if you bring a Polish translator with 
you. Ditto the musicians. 

Custom-made furniture and other labor-intensive 
household items. What was said about artists with 
higher education holds true for carpenters as well. 

Clothing--setting up sweatshops inPoland would 
be welcomed by many workers in state-owned enter
prises where work conditions and pay make American 
sweatshops look like vacation homes. 

It would take an entrepreneur to get such business 
deals wrapped up. Unfortunately, The Sarmatian Re
view-types are probably too cerebral to engage in such 
dealership. But we can pass the message on to those 
who can. 

Sally Boss is our Florida correspondent. 

founding the weekly and keeping it afloat for forty years without A $100 "note" issued by Jerzy Turowicz's colleagues from Tygo
any financial help, and with much discouragement, from the comdnik Powszechny to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of his 
munist authorities. 
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BOOKS BOOKS 
AND PERIODICALS 
RECEIVED 
Studium Papers: A quarterly publication of the 
North American Study Center for Polish Af
fairs. P.O.Box 4391. Ann Arbor. MI 48106-4391. Editor: 
Marek Nowak. Subscription: $25.00 per year. 
One hears complaints about the lack ofreliable periodicals in 
English specializing in Polish affairs. Complain no more: 
there is one, and its title is Studium Papers. It informs about 
current events in Poland. comments on them, and provides a 
bibliography of articles about Poland in the American press. 
There really is no excuse not to subscribe. 
Monumenta Polonica: The First Four Centuries 
of Polish Poetry (A Bilingual Anthology), by 
Bogdana Carpenter. Ann Arbor, MI. Michigan Slavic Publi
cations (Michigan Slavic Materials Series, No. 31). 1989. 
xxiii + 567 pages. Illustrations. Hardcover. 
This book is an event in the field ofPolish studies. Professor 
Carpenter gathered the frnest Polish poems from Bo
gurodzica to Trembecki. translated most of them or found 
suitable translations, edited them, provided a commentary 
and put it all together. The fat tome is academic yet fun to 
read. No serious Polish library can do without iL 
Forgotten Holocaust: The Poles under German 
Occupation 1939-1944, by Richard C. Lukas. New 
York. Hippocrene Books. 1989. 300 pages, 14 illustrations. 
$14.95. Paper. 
The first edition of this valuable book was put out by the 
University of Kentucky Press, and it was reviewed in the 
March 1987 issue of the HS. This is the second edition by a 
different publisher. 

Central andEastern Europe: The Opening Cur
tain? Edited by William E. Griffith. Boulder, CO. 

Westview Press. 1989. xix+ 458 pages. Index. Paper. 
Eighteen essays by academics on the (possibly improving) 
situation in Eastern Europe. American, Soviet, West German 
and French points ofview are considered. A useful reference 
volume for scholars and for the general reader. 
Allied Wartime Diplomacy: A Pattern in Poland, 
by Edward J. Rozek. Boulder, CO. Westview Press. 1989. 
xxiv + 481 pages. Maps and Charts. $38.75. Paper. 
This richly documented volume traces the strategy and tac
tics of Soviet foreign policy from 1917 to 1939. It then 
considers the details of the Soviet-Nazi Pact and the strate
gies used by the Soviets to retain what the Pact gave them. 
Described as tldefrnitive" by Merle Fainsod, Director of the 
Russian Research Center at Harvard University. Look for a 
review of this book in a forthcoming issue of the SR. 

Mad Dreams, Saving Graces. Poland: A Nation 

in Conspiracy, by Michael T. Kaufman. New York. 

Random House. 1989.270 pages. $19.95. Hardcover. 

Few American establishmentarians would write so friendly a 

book about Poland, so hold fast to this one. Kaufman is aNew 

York Times correspondent who speaks Polish (his father 

came from Poland). From Popietuszko to l6d~ factory 

worker Mrs. KIos, the book gives a fair, accurate and inspir

ing image of Poland. 

The Jews andthe Poles in World War11, by Stefan 


Korbonski. New York. Hippocrene Books. 1989. 136 pages. 

Photographs. $14.95. Hardcover. 

While factually correct, Mr. Korbonski is a bit naive, and he 

seems to be missing the poinL This Yad Vashem-decorated 

veteran of the Polish Resistance gathered evidence to counter 

the stereotype of Poles as anti-Semites. Alas, stereotypes 

tend to be rooted not necessarily in facts but in the ideological 

attitudes of the parties involved. 

Zofw. Kossak: An English Bibliography, by Cathe 

Giffuni. New York. September 1989.12 pages. 

This unpublished typescript lists the popular Polish novelist's 

translated works and their reviews in the American press. 

From The New York Times to Commonweal, Kossak elicited 

mostly positive commentaries about her prolific and spirited 

prose. 

Language Bridges Quarterly, Vol. I,No.4.Fall 1989. 


Editor: Eva Ziem. P.O.Box 850792. Richardson, Texas 

75085-0792. $20.00 per year. 

This bilingual literary quarterly features good English and 

good Polish side by side, an unusual combination. You might 

consider subscribing for yourself or for a friend interested in 

Poland. The current issue contains poems, short stories and 

excerpts from novels by English and Polish authors. 


The family home of Polish historian WI adysfaw lozinski (1843
1913) in Kunkowice near PrzemySl in southeastern Poland. 
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Letters to the Editor: 
Many thanks for the latest issue. We at St. Basil's 

enjoyed immensely the Memoir on the Byzantine Rite Third 
Order Dominicans (SR, Vol. 9, No.3). I frrst heard of them 
from McClough's Bolshevik Persecution of Christianity 
which I obtained in a used book shop in Tokyo as a soldier in 
the Army ofOccupation. Later I found them mentioned in an 
American publication St. Dominic's Family by an American 
Dominican Sister. Both accounts focus on the Abrikosovs 
whom Sister Nowicka's Memoir also describes. I recall 
reading that Fr. Vladimir served as the chaplain for the 
Dominican Tertiary Community before he left Russia, and 
that he and his former wife, Mother Abrikosova, lived as 
brother and sister after their conversion. 

The beautiful thing in the story is the Polish ladies 
who embraced the Byzantine Rite to work among the Rus
sians. I know of other cases ofthis kind. I am acquainted with 
a priest who is Polish on his father's side but Russian on his 
mother's side. He has chosen the Byzantine Rite. I also know 
of a Polish community of monks of the Byzantine Rite near 
Przemysl in Poland. They are working to reconcile East and 
West. 

The Holy See has named a Byzantine Rite bishop 
for the Ukrainian minority in Poland. It has also appointed a 
bishop for Minsk in Byelorussia. His name is Polish; I 
understand that many Byelorussians use the Polish spelling 
for their surnames and declare themselves to be Polish, 
especially ifthey have passed over to the Latin Rite. Can you 
give us more infonnation on either of those prelates? 

I have recently received from St. Sophia's ReUgious 
Institute (run by the Canadian Ukrainian Catholics) a book 
entitled Church in Ruins concerning the Ukrainian Eparchy 
ofPrzemysl, half ofwhich is said to be in present-day Poland. 
It contains photographs of over one hundred fonner Ukrain
ian Catholic churches. Only three have remained Ukrainian. 
Twenty were taken over by the Russian Orthodox Church, 
and the remaining turned to secular use, destroyed or taken 
over by the Latin Rite Catholics. The book also alleges that 
Ukrainian Catholics were rounded up by Polish troops after 
World War 2 and expelled to Soviet Russia. According to this 
book, Poles shot priests and religious who were fellow
Catholics but ofa different Rite. Can you please comment on 
that too? 

The Rev. Anselm Walker 
St. Basil's Center, Houston, Texas 

Msgr. Iwan Martyniak has recently been appointed 
Bishop for the Ukrainian Uniate Catholic Church in Poland. 
He is Ukrainian. The new bishop of Minsk, Tadeusz Kon
drusiewicz, is Polish, and he belongs to the Polish minority 
in Byelorussia which is estimated to be close to one million. 
The reason that a Pole was appointed bishop ofMinsk is that 
there are few Byelorussian priests in Byelorussia. and the 
majority ofthe clergy is Polish. Unlike the Ukrainian Catho
lics who predominantly belong to the Byzantine Rite, a vast 

majority of Byelorussians have always worshipped in the 
LatinRite,just as the Poles have. What seems to cause tension 
among Catholics in Byelorussia today is not the question of 
Rite but oflanguage. 

The Polish clergy preach in Polish to both Byelo
russians and Poles, whereas the few Byelorussian clergy 
preach in Byelorussian to both Poles andByelorussians. The 
solution seems obvious to us: Catholic churches should have 
services in both languages. Such matters can be resolved 
amicably in conditions offreedom which, needless to say, is 
still the dream of both the Byelorussian majority and the 
Polish minority. 

The issue ofnational minorities in the Soviet Union 
and in Europe generally confuses Americans because sec
ond- or evenftrst-generation immigrants to the United States 
willingly adopt the American nationality. Not so in countries 
where several nationalities have lived side by side for gen
erations. In Europe, the nation-states usually contain a 
certain number ofpeople who are citizens but who do not 
share the nationality ofthe majority. They often use another 
language at home and have their own schools and churches. 
They are not immigrants, and their ancestors had lived in a 
particular locality for centuries. Thus there are Polish mi
norities in Byelorussia. Ukraine and Lithuania, and Lithu
anian, Byelorussian, and Ukrainian minorities in Poland. 
There is a Polish minority in Germany and a German 
minority in Poland. There is a German minority in France 
and a French minority in Germany. This is confusing and it 
causes friction, but it also attests to the existence ofa pre
modern form of tolerance of diversity in those countries. 
Were it notfor this tolerance, often inspired by Christianity, 
the minorities would simply have been slaughtered. 

Which brings us to the charges mentioned in your 
letter. We have not read the book in question and cannot 
comment in detail. Our position is that the Ukrainian 
minority in Poland should be given every possible considera
tion in establishing and reestablishing their churches. It is 
also our position that the events which occurred under Soviet 
occupation from 1939 on call for a careful and unemotional 
investigation. Under the conditions ofSoviet domination, the 
charges ofinjustice or atrocities should be made very judi
ciously. The Soviets are masters ofprovocation, and many a 
pogrom has been staged against many a Soviet minority in 
order to divide and embitter the competing ethnic groups. 

The book you mention accuses the Polish Army of 
deporting Ukrainians to the Soviet Union after World War 2. 
Members ofthe Polish Army [Armia Krajowa] were at that 
time systematically rounded up and shot or imprisoned by the 
Red Army which hadoccupiedPoland by the endof1944. The 
removal ofUkrainians from Poland to the Soviet Union was 
carried out by the Soviet forces and the collaborating and 
generally despisedPolishPeople'sArmy [Armia Ludowa], 
and it was part ofthe so-called repatriation, whereby Poles 
who had lived for generations in Ukraine were expelled to 
Poland while Ukrainians living on Polish territory were 
expelled to Ukraine. As a result, many Polish Roman Catho
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lie churches and cemeteries in present-day Ukraine were 
vandalized and destroyed, and a similar fate awaited the 
Uniate Catholic churches in Poland. We know ofno repu
table Polish historian blaming the Ukrainiansfor Stalin's re
patriation scheme and the brutalities to which the Poles and 
their churches in Ukraine were subjected as a result ofit. 
Most Polish historians believe that it would be counterpro
ductive and immature to foster and sustain resentments 
among Catholics ofdifferent Rites, and we share this view. 
It is regrettable that the author ofthe bookyoumentionedap
parently does not. 

The Uniate Catholic Church ofUkraine andByelo
russia (White Ruthenia) was regarded by both czar and 
comissar as an agent ofwestern imperialism. Accordingly, 
under the czars Uniate priests were arrested by the Russian 
secret police and its collaborators. Prior to the Soviet inva
sion of Poland in September 1939, the Uniate churches 
existed and functioned in Poland's Western Byelorussia and 

Western Ukraine, whereas within the Soviet Union they were 
already illegal (as they hadbeen in czarist Russia). As these 
territories passed to Soviet occupation, the Uniate churches 
there were made illegal, their priests imprisoned or killed. 
According to the esc Bulletin, over 4,()()() churches and 
chapels have been shut down or destroyed, as well as 142 
monasteries and convents. 

Although the Uniate churches have neverbeenpar
ticularly strong within Piast Poland (i.e., Poland with 
boundaries similar to today's), the Uniate churches exist in 
Poland, are legal, and have always been. 

It would befolly to pretend that Poles have always 
treated the Ukrainians with the respect and fairness they 
deserve. But to understandthe situation ofthe Uniate Church 
in countries overrun by the Red Army, it is essential to 
remember that even at the time when not a single Uniate 
church existed above ground in the Soviet Union, Poland 
stood behind their right to exist. Ed. 

On 28 May 1989 Hiba, a Byelorussian (White Ruthenian) language weekly in Bia Iystok, Poland, published the above photo 
by Wojciech Rynarzowski ofthe former Uniate church near Bialowieta ineasternPoland. According to Hiba, the church was established 
in 1800 (that is, shortly after the partition ofPoland in 1795 when the czars had not yet come around to outlawing the Uniates).ln 1839, 
during the massive campaign to outlaw the Uniates in the Russian Empire, Uniate Byelorussians joined the Russian Orthodoxy which 
was, says Hiba, "the religion oftheir ancestors." From the ceremonious omission ofinformation about the fate ofthe church during the 
Second Polish Republic (1918-1939), it appears that at that time the church passed on back to the Uniates.ltwas taken over by theRussian 
Orthodox in 1939, says Hiba (after the joint Soviet-Nazi invasion ofPoland), and has remained in their hands ever since. According to 
Hiba, people "returned" from Russia to join this church. 

Thefate ofthis Uniate church is typical ofotherformer Uniate churches on Polish territory. Even under Stalin, the Russijication 
ofByelorussians and Ukrainians seems to have taken precedence over Marxist dogma. The Soviets would rather give the churches away 
to the Russian Orthodox or even to Polish Roman Catholics than allow the Uniates to exist, on the assumption that OrthodoxByelorussians 
and Ukrainians are easier to Russify than Uniate Byelorussians and Ukrainians. Being a Uniate Catholic is still commonly regarded in 
Russia as a proof of resistance to Russification, second only to being a Roman Catholic. 
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PIASA MEETING 

Time: January 19, 1989 (Friday), 7:30 PM 


Place: 301 Sewall Hall, Rice University 

Topic: Ukrainian (Uniate ) Catholic Church 


under Gorbachev 

Speaker: Dr. Myron Kuropas 
Northern Illinois State University 

The issue ofthe Uniate Catholic Church is now coming 
to a head in the Soviet Union. Dr. Kuropas is a noted 
Ukrainian educator, writer and speaker. His lecture is 
co-sponsored by the Department ofGerman and Slavic 
Studies at Rice University and the Ukrainian Cultural 
Club of Houston. The Polish Institute in Houston is 
providing additional pUblicity. 

All Members and Friends are invited. 
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Fashions for the sophisticated woman 


62 Woodlake Square 

Houston, Texas 77063 


713-789-8790 


AWARD! AWARD! 
Beginning with this issue, The Sarmatian Review will offer 
special awards to politicians and media personalities who 
have displayed gratuitous hostility to the Eastern Europeans. 
This time, the Dead Carp Award goes to Richard Perle who 
said on the MacNeil-Lehrer NewsHour (October 31, 1989) 
that the Eastern Europeans may try to "take advantage" of the 
Bush-Gorbachev summit at Malta in December 1989. Below 
we reproduce a reduced copy of Mr. Perle's award. 
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TFa.e 8g,f'mg,tt,a,n R.evi.ew [fonnerly The Houston Sarmatian, ISSN 0892·1466] is a pUblicatioo of the Houston Circle 
of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America [PIASA]. It deals with Polish and Eastern European affairs and their irnplicatioos for the United 

States. It is published three times a year. Subscriptioo price is $10.00 per year. The views expressed by authors of articles do not necessarily represent 

those of the PIASA Houston Circle. 

Editorial Staff: Claire S.Allen, Witold P. Skrypczak, Ewa M.Thornpsoo [Editor]. 

Sarmatian Council: Boguslaw Godlewski, M.D., Witold Danilowicz, M.L., J.D., L.L.M., PaulJ. Derlmwski, B.S.P.E., Joseph A. Jacbirnczyk, JJ.D., M.D., 

Leonard M. Krazynski, Witold J. Lukaszewski, Ph.D., Michael A. Modelski, M.D., B. Peter Podniesinski, B.A., J.L. 

All cornrnunicatioos [letters, articles, subscriptioo checks] should be addressed to: 

THE SARMATIAN REVIEW, P.O.Box 79119, Houston, Texas 77279-9119 
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